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Abstract 

The study determined workshop equipment and materials management in technology educatio 

workshops of higher institution oJ learning in Minna metropolis, Niger state. The study covered Federa 

University of Technology, Minna and Niger State College of Education, Minna, Niger State. 1hree 

research questions and one Null Hypothesis guided the study. The study adopted the survey researen 

design and a population of 7 tool store keepers and 4 technologists were used for the study. There was no 

sampling since the population wasn't much. Management of workshop equipment and materials 

auestionnaires (MWEAMQ), inlerview and checklist were utilizedfor data collection. Data collected were 

analyzed 4sing mean and standard devialion. The result of analysis revealed that tool store keepers ana 

technologists exhibit management practice such as stocking, storage, ordering and safety in technology 

education workshops, Recommendations made in the paper include non- governmental organizations ana 

donor agencies should assist schools in theprovision of modernfacilities needed in technology education 

workshops and government should pr0vide Junds for purchase and maintenance of equipment 

technology education workshops in the institutions mentioned above since some of the equipment are 

ohsolete. 
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Introduction 

The nceds for management of technology education institutions facilities cannot be over emphasized. 

These facilities consist of building, equipment and materials. Others include furniture and toilet facilities, 

lighting, acoustics, storage facilities and packing lot. It is disgusting to say that equipment and materials in 

the workshops are not properly managed. Technology teachers have theoretical knowledge with less 

practical skills for teaching technology trades and subjects as compared to teachers in advanced countries 

(Erickson & Curl, 2002). This indicates that technology teachers do not use technical workshop for 

activities with the available equipment, apparatus and materials. 

Technology education institutions facilities management is the application of technical and scientific 

method in planning, organizing, decision making, coordination and controlling the physical environment

of learning for the actualizationof the educational goals and objectives. This involves among other things, 

collective decision making in relation to renovation and modernization of old plant, provision of 

cquipment for academic and non-academic activities, maintenance of all facilities and review of 

management practice and processes. Therefore, proper management of equipment and materials in the 

workshop becomes essential especially in technology education so that students can have access to 

machines, tools and materials when needed to practice and acquire the needed skills towards the 

development of the nation. Hence, effective and efficient management of workshop equipment and 

materials in technology education institutions should be given adequate attention so that the products 

(students) will be useful to themselves and the society at large.According to Ugonobo (2008), workshop 

activities entails learning with understanding and at the same time engage in a process of constructing 

items. Hence, the availability of resources has no value for academic objectives until they are actually 

utilized in workshop activities. According to Okek and Adeboye (2007), the objectives of utilizing 

tcchnical workshop resources in the technology education institutions include. 

1. To stimulate and sustain learners interests 

To encourage active participation ofthe leamers. 

To facilitate assimilation of facts. 
To enhance understanding oftechnical lessons. 
For recall stored information. 
1o expose students to opportunity for acquisition of technical skills. . 
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ne achievement of the above objectives requires that management of technical workshop become very 

crucial in our technology education institutions. Akubue (2010) noted that if the resource nanagement is 

ineffective, the relationship between added resources and outcome is unclear. Worksiop management is 

regarded as those complex activities that involve planning, organizing, directing ant ceoordinating human 
and material resources of technical workshop in a conducive manner to technicai investigatons (Fagbemi 

2006). Fagbemi further opined that the common fault in teaching and learning is as a fesult of unsufficient 

workshop materials. Fagbemi (2006) also reported that there is a diminishing use ot technicai workshon 
and teachers now use the conventional classroom for teaching theory and practical activities. However, 
most workshops where the materials are adequately provided, its proper management is not guaranteed 

Ezendu (2010) viewed management as effective utilization and coordination of resources such as eapital, 

plant, materials and labour to achieve defined objectives with maximunm efliciency.Management is also 
the process of reaching organizational goals by working with people and organizational resources. Pete:5 

(2008) viewed management of resources as the process of setting and achieving goals through the 
Execution of five management functions namely planning, organizing, stafting, directing and controlling 

as well as utilization of human, financial and material resources. Management according to Adeboye 

(2007), Akubue (2010) and Ugonabo (2008) entailed organizing, planning, designing, arranging, setting, 
remodeling and innovating. These funetions however, is lacking in our technology education workshops. 
This invariably has affected students' performance not only in examinations but also in the application of 

theoretical knowledge to practical task. 

Management of workshop equipment and materials in technology education workshops in higher 

institution of learning is concemed with ensuring that available equipment and materials are properly 
organized and utilized to achieve educational objectives in technical subjects. However, many research 
studies were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of technical workshops with reference to the 
students' achievement. Facilities management is a process that makes sure buildings and other technical 

systems support the operations of an organization. The International Facilities Management Association 
2011) described facilities management as the practice of co-ordination of the physical workplace with the 

people and the work of the organization. It integrates the principles of administration, architecture, 
behavioural science and technology. Over the years, teaching of technical subjects has changed due to 
societal needs and issues. Most of these changes demand cffective inquiry/problem solving which is 
resourced based. An effective management of workshop equipment and materials connotes the form of 
workshop management which ensures that the objectives of technology education are achieved. In order 
words, the workshop management practices should ensure that the students are cquipped to live 
effectively in our modermage of science and technology 

Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study is to determent workshop equipment and materials management in technology 
education workshops in higher institution of learning in Minna metropolis, Niger State. Specifically, the 
study determines: 

The extent tool store keepers and technologists exhibit the management practice in ordering 
equipment for workshops. 

1. 

The factors that influence the management of workshop equipment and materials. 
The possible strategies for enhancing the management of workshop equipment and 3. 
materials. 

ResearchQuestions 
The following research question posed guided the study 

1. To what extent do tool store keepers and technologists exhibit the management practice in 
ordering equipment for workshops? 
What arethe factors that influence the management ofworkshop equipment and materials? 
What are the possible strategies for enhancing the management of workshop equipment and 3. 
materials? 

Hypothesis 
There is no significant difrerene n tne man responses between the tool store keepers and technologists 

on factors that influence the managenment of equipment and materials for wotkshops. 
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ssethodology 
he dcriptive survey research design vas adopted for this study. The study was carried out netropos USi71gFederal University of Technology, Minna and Niger State College of Educa The population ot the study cornprised of al! the tooi store keepers and technoiog1Sts inv anagerent ot tcinoiogy education workshops. The population was seven (7) t00: Srore A at fur4 tCenoiogists, giving a tota! population of eleven (!1). Two instruments were usee collection. 1E iSt instrunent for data collection vas management of technicai workshop &qu materizls. inesecOnd was á checklist.developed by the researchers to collect informati0n. direcY technoloEy ecucat1On workshops of the two higher institutions. The checklist indicated tre avaa o av2ilaoiliy oI teChnica! workshop equipmert and materizls in the w orkshops. Tne nEE onsistency of the iristrment was determined using Cronbach Alpha formuia. The reliability co-et was found to be 0.86. 

Minna 

data 

and 
the 

The researchers distributed the questionnaires to the respondents with the help of a research assistani. data obtained from the respondents were used to answer research questions. Mean and standard deviauo 

were used to answer research questions while chi-square statistics was used to test the hypothesis at 0.05 
ievel of sigificance. Any item with a mean score of 2.50 and above was considered as acceptance while 
those below the mean score of 2.50 were rejected. 

Results 

Research question 1 
To what extent do tool store keepers and technologists exhibit management practices in ordering 
equipment and material for workshop? 

Tabie 1 mean and standard deviation of tool store keepers and technologies management practices for 

ordering equipmentand materials for workshops? N=11 

S/N Items Statement Tool Store Keepers Decision Technologists Decision 

Mea Std. dev Mean Std. dev 

2.98 0.85 High extent 2.80 0.77 High 
Relate what is being ordered to the 

relevance of workshop. 
Obtain quotation of items to fom 

more than one supplier 

extent 

3.05 0.94 High extent 2.41 0.86 High 
extent 

2.93 0.92 High extent 2.41 0.86 Low 
Ensure priority placement on 

items that are being ordered 
extent 

2.95 0.91 High extent 2.63 1.01 High 
Give the supplier enough time to 

supply the item 
extent 

2.96 0.86 High extent 2.68 1.00 High 
Consider the overall quality of 

items before ordering 
extent 

0.78 High extent 2.77 1.05 High 
3.26 Ensure that items are functional extent 

and structurally correct as ordered 

1.02 High extent 2.61 0.86 High 
2.94 Make sure that the cost of items extent 

ordered are received by qualified 
technical teachers for proper 

che&ing 
Ensure that the items are needed 
for the students' use 

2.62 0.80 High 
3.17 0.92 High extent 

extent 

2.40 0.96 Low 0.93 High extent 

Make sure that he cost of items are 3.00 

related to its quality. 
extent 

2.64 0.91 High 
extent 

0.90 High extent 3.03 
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e result presented in table I reveals management practices exhibited by tool store keepers and cenhologists in ordering for equipment and materials for workshops. The mean score ror tool store 
Keepers range from 2.93-3.17 and technologists range from 2.40-2.80. Although, o1 iteis 5 and 9 
technologists mean score are below the mecan of 2.50 and considered low extent. 

Rescarch Question 
What arethe factors that influence the workshop equipment and materials manage 
Table 2: 

Mcan and standard deviation of tool store keepers and technologists on the factors tna nuence 
workshop equipment and materials management. N=11 

Technologists 
S/N tems statement 

Tool Store Keepers 

Mean SD Decision Mean SD Decision 

Dev Dev. Over populated classes 
3.13 0.93 Accepted 3.03 0.88 Accepted 

2. Lack of fund 
3.56 0.82 Accepted 3.42 0.76 Accepted 

3 Lack of infrastructure for 3.54 0.82 Accepted 3.29 0.71 Accepted keeping tools and materials. 
4 Inadequacy of quality and 

quantity of workshop 

equipment/materials 

3.33 0.84 Accepted 3.29 0.64 Accepted 

5 Short time period for technical 
classes 

3.21 0.97 Accepted 3.03 0.76 Accepted 

6 Carelessness of workshop users 3.02 1.02 Accepted 3.00 0.72 Accepted 

Too many courses to teach by 
teachers 

2.92 1.06 Accepted 2.92 0.95 Accepted 

8 No separate time for practical 3.17 0.97 Accepted 2.92 0.95 Accepted 

9 Excessive use of available 3.06 1.01 Accepted 2.89 0.84 Accepted resources by staff 

10 Inadequate number of 

workshop 
assistancestechnologists. 
Unqualified or in -experienced 3.03 
workshop assistant/technologist 

3.17 0.99 Accepted 2.92 0.88 Accepted 

0.96 Accepted 3.06 0.83 Accepted 

12 Inferior instructional materials 3.01 0.96 Accepted 2.92 0.88 Accepted 
Strenuous workshop rules and 2.69 

regulations 
Lack of space and well 
ventilated workshop

Lack of storage facilities 

13 1.03 Accepted 2.76 0.83 Accepted 

14 2.94 0.99 Accepted 2.89 0.79 Accepted 
15 3.01 1.02 Accepted 3.19 0.76 Accepted 
16 Lack of security services 2.96 1.03 Accepted 3.02 0.78 Accepted 

Cluster Mean 3.12 Accepted 3.04 
Accepted 
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e 2 indicates that all the taclors enumerated influence the management of workshop eu eeuers 
aterials based on he nia aungs or t0o! store keepers and technologists. However, tool store had higher cluster nean wnen Compared to technologists. 
Research Question 

What arethe possible strategies for enhancing the management of workshop equipment and mae ials? 
Table 3: 

AM ean and standard deviation of tool store kecepers and technologists on the strategies enhancing the managementot Workshop equipment and materials. N= 11 
S/N Items stlatement 

Tool Store Keepers 
Technologists 

Mean SD Decision Mean SD Decision 
Dev, 

Dev 
0.80 

Constant cleaning of used 

equipment 
Appropriate storage of used 

materials 

Proper handling of work shop 
materials 

3.63 0.72 A cn Accepted 3.07 Accepted 

2. 3.62 0.69 Accepted 3.02 0.72 Accepted 

3.65 0.63 Accepted 3.18 0.73 Accepted 

Prompt repair of f 

machines/tools and materials. 
4 aulty 3.61 0.72 Accepted 3.18 0.92 Accepted 

Being safety cautious in the 

workshop. 
Improvisation of materials 

3.49 0.78 Accepted 2.90 Accepted 1.03 

3.11 0.94 Accepted 2.83 0.99 Acceptcd 

Replacemen/repair of damage 
workshop materials. 

Constant monitoring of use of 

3.55 0.71 Accepted 0.7 Accepted .02 

8 3.33 0.77 Accepted 3.11 0.87 Accepted 
materials. 

Proper documentation of 
workshop materials 

Traíning of staff and students 

9 3.45 0.73 Accepted 2.97 0.80 Accepted 

10 3.59 0.64 Accepted 3.17 0.96 Accepted 

Organizing student during 

practical. 
Providing accurate record of 
workshop resources. 

11 3.49 0.76 Accepted 3.01 0.79 Accepted

12 3.40 0.78 Accepted 3.06 0.68 Accepted 

Prompt supervision of students 3.63 

during practical. 
Evaluating human/material 
resources in the workshop. 

13 0.61 Accepted 3.98 0.64 Accepted 

14 3.37 0.70 Accepted 2.88 0.73 Accepted 

0.70 Accepted 2.93 0.97 Accepted Provision of fund for workshop 3.48 
equipment and materials. 

15 

16 Reduction of wo rk load for 3.29 0.83 Accepted 2.80 0.88 Accepted 

technicians/technologists 
17 3.27 0.92 Accepted 2.84 0.81 Accepted Increasing the time for 

workshop practice. 
Organising workshop on 
management of technical 

workshops. 
Provision of adequate 

workshop space 

18 3.50 0.73 Accepted 2.99 0.86 Accepted 

19 3.59 0.61 Accepted 2.81 0.94 Accepted 

Ch Cluster Mean 3.48 Accepted 2.99 Accepted 

IC resuit presented in table 3 shows that all the items mentioned are the strategies for enhancing the 

agnent practice of workshop equipment and materials as rated by the tool store keepers and 

w SES. However, tool store keepers had a cluster mean of 3.48 while technologists had a cluster 

a O99. Tool store keepers and technologists mean rating are satisfactory since their mean scores are 

greater than the weighted mean of 2.50. 
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Hypothesis 
ere is no Significant difference in the mean responses between tool store keepers and technologist on the 
actors that influence management of workshop equipment and materials. 

Table 4: 
Summary oft-test on factors that influence management of workshop equipment and materlais 

SD, SD, df t-cal t-eri 

3.12 0.92 3.04 0.75 9 0.87 1.83 

Key: Xl =Tool store keepers; X, = Technologists 
Number of tool store keeper 7; N, = Number of technologists4, level of signilicarnce 

P<0.05 
From the result in table 4, the t-calculated is less than t-table value which means there is no sig 

ne null hypothesis was accepted. this means there is no significant difference in the mean 

poises betwcen tool store keepers and technologists on factors influencing management of worksiop 

equipment and materials. 

Discussion of Findings 
The findings of the study shows that over populated classes, lack of funds, lack of infrastructure, 
uCy of quantity and quality of workshop equipment and materials, short- time'periods tor 

Cucal classes, carelessness of workshop users, too many courses to teach/learn by staft and students, no 

separate time for workshop practice; excessive use of available staff and students, excessive use ot 
available staff and resources, inadequate number of workshop assistants and technologists, ungualiticd 
and inexperienced workshop assistant, inferior instructional material, strenuous workshop rules and 

regulations, lack of space and well ventilated workshop, lack of storage facilities and security services are 
factors that influence management of workshop equipment and materials. The findings are inline with the 
study of Ejiekome (2010) which discovered that in Lagos State most facilities in the school are in the state 
of despair, no ventilation in classrooms and some building are poorly structured, rainstorms and wind 

destroyed available school facilities. The findings of this study also showed that the tool store keepers and 
technologists had cluster mean of 3. 48 and 2.91 in the strategies that will enhance the management 
practice of workshop equipment and materials. On this issue, tool store keepers had a slight higher cluster 
mean than the technologists. Furthermore, the study shows that constant cleaning of used equipment, 
appropriate storage of materials, proper handling of workshop materials, prompt repair of machine, 
tools/materials, being safety cautious in the workshop, improvisation of materials, replacement and repair 
of damaged workshop materials, constant monitoring of use of materials, proper documentation of 
workshop materials, training of staff and students, organizing students during workshop resources, 
providing accurate record of workshop resources, prompt supervision of students, evaluating 
human/material resources, adequate provision of fund for the provision of workshop equipment and 
materials, reduction of workload of technicians/technologists, increasing thetime for practice, organizing 

workshop on management of workshop and equipment and proViSion of adequate workshop space are the 
strategies for enhancing the management practice of workshop equipment and materials as rated by 
technicians/technologists. These findings agree with that of Ejiekame (2010) in his survey of the 

management and practice of workshop facilities in Enugu State. The study revealed that schools in Enugu 
state encountered problems in the management practice of school facilities by way of shortage of funds. 

absence ofstorage facilities and lack of qualified technical personnel. 

The findings of thisstudy show themean responses of tool store keepers and technologists on the éxtent of 

exhibiting management practices in ordering equipment ana material fOr workshop .Tool store keepers 

and technologists cluster mean are satistactory tO a large exTent that available resources will help in 

achieving the objectives of technology education. 1nis inding is in agreement with the study conducted 

by Okeke (2011) who found out that there 1s a signiiIcant relaionship between adequacies of laboratory 
einment and students' academic achievement in science subjects. Ihe finding also agrees with Ugonabo 

(2008) and Mogbo (2008) who reported a signiricant correlaton or Workshop equipment on the academic 

achievement of students in metalwork. However, tnepresent sruaies haveproven that available workshop 

resources will help in achieving the objectives or Tecnnology education. These obiectives will onl 

manjfest in academic achievement of technology education students. 
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Conclusion 
On the basis of the data anaiyzed in this study, it was concluded that tool store kcepe1s ana i 

ricnf 
exhibit management pracuces ot ordering, stocking, storage and safcty in managing woTK 
and materials. It was disclosecd that tool store keepers and technologists agrced that n 
entioned influencecd the managcment of workshop equipment and materials. Tool storc 

tof 
technologists arc in concomiant with the itcms listed as strategies for enhancing maria f 
workshop equipment and materials, Availability of workshop resources helps in the achiev shiectiveoftechnology cducation as indicated by tool store keepers and technologists. 

cquipi 

Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations were made The manageiment of tcchnology education workshops in higher institution of lenrniE Minna metropolis should train and retrain workshop pcrsonnel such as tool storekeepers ai technologists since some of them lack the skill in managing this modern cquipment. 1 hs ensure quality control and management practice of workshop equipment and materials technology education workshops. 

The management of technology education institutions in Minna metropolis should endeavoul to provide adcquate funds for purchase and maintenance of equipment in the workshops sinee some of the equipment are obsolete. 

1. 

will 

2. 

Non government organizations and donor agencies should assist technology educalion institutions in Minna metropolis in providing modern ICT facilities necded in the workshops for adequate teaching and learning of technical subjects. 
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